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INTRODUCTION 

This paper is concerned with establishing a general method to answer 
questions concerning the analytic behavior of an ideal Z in a commutative 
Noetherian ring R. By “analytic” we mean the analysis of R/Z” for n > 1. 
Two specific questions are the most important: If Z= P is prime, when is 
P(“) = P”? (Here P(“) is the nth symbolic power of P.) Secondly, if R is local, 
what are depth R/Z” for arbitrary n ? If I” has finite projective dimension, 
then of course this is the same question as that of computing the projective 
dimension of R/r. 

Even in specific cases which have been extensively studied these questions 
are extremely hard to answer. The literature concerning symbolic powers is 
fairly extensive; see for example, [ 11, [S], [ 141, [ 171, or [23]. If K is a field 
and X= (xu) is a generic r x s matrix (r < s) over K, then if we let 
zz’ = ideal generated by the maximal minors of X, then Hochster 
(unpublished) showed in characteristic 0 that A?‘@) = d” for all n. Recently 
DeConcini et al. [8,9] removed the assumptions on characteristic. We 
recover this result. Indeed, we find considerably more. Buchsbaum has 
conjectured that depth R/J” (R = K[x,],,~,) should be independent on s if 
n > 2 and Robbiano [21] has conjectured that the depths are independent on 
n if n > 2. We are able to show 

COROLLARY 3.1. For all n >> 0, depth R/J” = r2 - 1 and is hence 
independent on s and n for n large. 

In the 2 x n case we recover a result of Robbiano [2 11. 
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THEOREM 4.4. depthR/d2 =depthR/d3 = . . . =depthR/d"=... = 3. 

In general we show if depth R/,d’ = rz - 1 in the r x s case, then all the 
depths are equal to r* - 1. 

The maxima1 minors of a generic r x s matrix are an example of a weak d- 
sequence. d-Sequences have been studied in [ 15-171 to answer the same type 
of questions, and also to study symmetric algebras. We recall the definition: 

If R is a commutative ring, then a system of elements x, ,..., x, in R is said 
to be a d-sequence if 

(1) (x,.-.7 xn) # R and xi is not in the ideal generated by the rest of the 
Xj3 

(2) ((x , ,..., xi): xi+ I x/J = ((x, ,..., xi): xk) for k > i + 1 and i > 0. 

d-Sequences are a type of weak R-sequence and in fact are examples of 
“weak” R-sequences as in [25] and relative regular sequences as in [ 121. The 
main fact concerning them was the ability to reduce any homogeneous 
relation on them to a linear relation. Specifically the following was shown in 

1161. 

THEOREM [ 161. Let R be a commutative ring and x, ,..., x, a d-sequence. 
Let q be the ideal in R [T, ,..., T,,] generated by all forms F(T,,..., T,) such 
that F(x, ,..., x,) = 0. Let q, be the ideal in R [T, ,..., T,,] generated by all 
linear forms L(T, ,..., T,) such that L(x, ,..., x,) = 0. Then q = q, . 

A weak d-sequence (see Definition 1.1) is basically a sequence of elements 
which behave well in terms of their linear and quadratic relations. Weak d- 
sequences {x,} are indexed by a partially ordered set H; we define an H- 
ideal I to be an ideal generated by {x~ 1 A E /i c H) such that if p E n and 
a < p, then a E A. An ideal J is said to be related to the weak d-sequence 
(x,} if J is of the form ((I : x,), M’), where I is an H-ideal containing all xq 
for p < a but not x,, and J/ is the ideal generated by all the x, . Clearly the 
related ideals depend only on the linear syzygies of the weak d-sequence. Our 
main result is: 

THEOREM 2.2. Let R be a commutative ring and (x0} a weak d-sequence 
in R on the partially ordered set H. Let & be the ideal generated by all the 

i%J* Then for all n> 1, R/d” has a filtration, 
R/d” =M,,x . . . I Md = (0), of R-modules such that MdMk+, is 
isomorphic to R/J, where J is a related ideal of (x~}. 

It is clear from this that information concerning the powers of J/ can be 
deduced solely from the linear relations of the weak d-sequence. 

Of course, studying weak d-sequences would not be useful unless there 
were many and varied examples of them. We show there are indeed many 
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examples, including the maximal minors of a generic r x s matrix, the 
highest-order Pfaffians of a generic alternating odd-order matrix, various 
Veronesean ideals, almost complete intersections, and many particular 
examples such as the example k[u*, u’, UU, tj] considered in [ 141. The 
number of examples is too great to be listed here, but we note one result. 
some of which was done independently in [ 11. 

THEOREM 3.2. Let k be (I field, X a generic (2n + 1) x (2n + 1) alter- 
nating matrix and ~4 the ideal generated by the Pfaflans of rank 2n. Then 
,pP is prime, J/(“’ = ~2” for all n, and if A = k[xij](x,,), then 
inf, depth (A/&‘“) = (2n + l)(n - 1). Further, once depth A/Jm = 
(2n+l)(n-1),depthA/~k=(2n+l)(n-l)forallk>m. 

The largest class of weak d-sequences (outside of d-sequences) come from 
algebras with straightening law. These have been recently detined and 
studied by DeConcini et al. [8, 91 and we rely heavily upon their work. We 
recall their definition: 

Let H be a finite partially ordered set (poset) and let A be a ring with 
HcA. Wesayamonomialm=a,... ak of elements of H is standard if a, < 
a2 < ... < ak. We will write m < n =/I, . . . /?, if either a1 a.. ak is an initial 
subsequence of 8, ..a /3, or if, for the first i with ai # pi, we have ai < /Ii. 

DEFINITION [6]. Let R be a ring, A a commutative R-algebra and H a 
finite poset. A straightening law on I-I for A is a set of distinct algebra 
generators {ti 1 a E H} for A over R, indexed by H such that any monomial 
n = a, .+a 6, in A can be written uniquely as an R-linear combination of 
standard monomials m, with mi < n. 

We show, 

PROPOSITION 1.3. Let A be an algebra with straightening law on H, and 
I c H a subset such that if 0 E I and a Q j3 then a E I. Let 1 be the ideal 
generated by all is, a E I. Suppose if a,/3 E I are noncomparable and @= 
C rijjir?iii is the straightening of I$ with yr < a, yr < p, then pi E I. Then 
(6 1 a E I) form a weak d-sequence. 

We discuss several of the many examples of weak d-sequences this gives 
in Section 1 and throughout this paper. 

The importance of depth R/I” has been apparent for some time. The depth 
Z/Z* plays a central role in the deformations of R/I, while the depth R/I” for 
all n have a great deal to do with the analytic spread, l(f), of I. The analytic 
spread was first studied by Northcott and Rees [20]; if R is local with 
maximal ideal m, the analytic spread I, denoted l(Z), is defined to be the 
degree +l of the polynomial over the rationals which gives dimp”/mp” for 
large n. L. Burch showed: 
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PROPOSITION 3.0 [5]. Let R be a Noetherian local ring, I and ideal. 
Then 

dim R - inf depth R/I” ) l(Z). 

See Brodmann [3] for an improvement of this. 
Cowsik and Nori used this to show the following result. 

THEOREM [6]. Zf Z is a self-radical ideal in a Cohen-Macaulay local 
ring R such that 

(1) R, is regular for each minimal prime p containing I, and 

(2) R/I” is Cohen-Macaulay for every n, 

then I is a complete intersection. 

Thus the behavior of depth R/Z” does indeed reflect the nature of the ideal 
I. 

We now describe the contents of this paper more precisely. 
Section 1 deals with the definition of a weak d-sequence and the basic 

properties which such sequences have. Then we turn to the question of 
examples. We list these in Section 1 since we feel that the wealth of examples 
is the most important consideration. 

Section 2 proves the main theorem listed above (Theorem 2.2) and the rest 
of the section deals with corollaries of this result. 

Section 3 applies the results of Section 2 to many of the examples of 
Section 1, analyzing the depths and the symbolic powers. Besides the new 
results we can recover virtually all of the known examples of prime ideals 
whose symbolic powers are equal to their regular powers, but we only deal 
with the major classes. 

Section 4 is concerned with the behavior of weak d-sequences under ring 
extension and concentrates in particular on the map R + R/I, especially 
when Z is a complete intersection. We show how some “almost” generic 
primes arise in such a way and we evaluate their powers. We use this to 
recover the result of Robbiano listed above (Theorem 4.4). 

The reliance on the theory of algebras with straightening law is heavy 
throughout the paper; this theory basically allows one to actually evaluate 
the syzygies of weak d-sequences. This author extends his gratitude to David 
Eisenbud for allowing him to see a preliminary draft. The results on algebras 
with straightening laws are denoted throughout the paper by capital letters, 
i.e., Proposition 4A, etc. 

For terminology and basic results, the reader is referred to Matsumura 
[ 191. “Ring” will always mean commutative with identity. “Local ring” will 
mean a Noetherian ring with unique maximal ideal. 
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1. WEAK d--SEQUENCE 

In this section we introduce the concept of a weak d-sequence and prove 
several elementary remarks concerning them. The bulk of this section is 
devoted to recognizing a wide class of examples as weak d-sequences to 
which we will apply the results of the latter sections. 

Let H be a finite partially ordered set. Elements of H will always be 
denoted by Greek letters. Suppose (x,} is a set of elements in a commutative 
ring R indexed by a in H. If I is an ideal of R, I is said to be an H-ideal if I 
is generated by some subset {xn ( 1 E/i) of the (x,}, and n has the property 
that p in A and a </I implies a in /i. For every a E H, Z, will henceforth 
denote the ideal generated by all xq, ,f? < a. Clearly 1, is an H-ideal. If J is 
an ideal of R, J* will always denote the ideal generated by all x,,, xq E J. 
Finally the ideal generated by all the x, will always be denoted by &‘. 

DEFINITION 1.1. Let R, H, {x,} be as above. We will say the (x,} form 
a weak d-sequence if the following hold. Suppose Z is an H-ideal such that 
I, s I, x, @ I. Then 

(1) (I : x,)* is an H-ideal. 

(2) (z:x,)n.d=(I:x,)*.‘ 
(3) If xg E (1: x,), then x,xq E I&. 

(4) Ifx,&(I:x,),then (I:x,)=(Z:xi). 

Of these properties, (3) may be seen as the essence of the weak d- 
sequence. It allows us to control the powers ofideals generated by a weak d- 
sequence. 

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let (xa ) be a weak d-sequence in R indexed by a 
poset H. Suppose I is an H-ideal, and suppose a is a minimal element of H. 
Denote by “-” the map from R to R/I in part (a) and from R to R/(0 : xa) 
in part (b). 

(a) (x0 1 xq & I} form a weak d-sequence in R/Z. 

(b) (Tb 1 p E H) are a weak d-sequence in R/(0 : x~). 

Proof: First we do (a). Let H’ = H - {/I ( xq E I}, and let j be an H’- 
ideal in R/I. Since I is an H-ideal, if we lift j back to J, an ideal of R, we see 
J is an H-ideal. If 5 G J, then 1, c J and (j : Y& = (J : x0). Since (J : xq)* is -- 
an H-ideal of R, (J : ?J* is an H’-ideal of R/I. If 5 E JX? n (J : x0) then 
lifting d to a E R we see a E &’ n (J : xq) & (J : x6)*. Hence a E (J : xg)*. If 
X, E (j : fBo) then x& E J and so x,xB E J&‘. Thus fO< E jg. Finally, if 
fB 6? (r : fflo) then xq & (J : x& and so (J : fBo> = (J : x0) = (m) = (J : 2;). 

We now turn to (b). First we prove a lemma. 

481/68;2 16 
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LEMMA 1.1. Suppose I is an H-ideal, I, c I, x, 6$ I and J is an H-ideal 
such that I,, G J + (I : x,), but xb G J + (I : x,). Then 

1. (((I : x~), J) :x,& = (((I :x,)*, J) :x0). 

2. (((I:x,),J):x,)nd=(((I:x,)*,J):x,)*. 

ProoJ Suppose ax, is in (I : x,) + J. Then there is a z E J such that 
axq - z is in (I : x~) n d = (I : x,)*. Hence axg E (I : x,)* + J, which is an 
H-ideal which contains I,. (Notice I, G ((I : x0) + J) n at’ = ((I : x,)* + J) 
follows from 1). 

Now let F= R/(0 : x,). Let 1 be an H-ideal in E which contains 1, but 
which does not contain TD. Then if fE (I: .Y,J, lift back to R to obtain 
r E (((0 : x,), I) : x,J. By Le_mma 1.1, since I,E(O:x,)+I, we see 
r E ((0 : xa)*, I). But then (I : f&* = (0 : xa) + ((0 :x,)*, I)* which is an 
H-ideal. Part (2) of Definition 1.1 follows immediately from Lemma 1.1. 
For (3), suppose X, E (I: Z&. Then x, E (I, (0 : xa) : x& n d = 
((I, (0 : xa)*) :x&* and since (0 :x,)* is an H-ideal, I + (0 :x,)* is an H- 
ideal and so x,xB E (I + (0 : x,)*)(d). Thus n,Zb E Fd. Finally, if 
ffi CZ (f : Xg), then xq C$ (((0 :x,)*, I) : xq) and so (((0 :x,)*, I) :x& = 
(((0 :x,)*, I) : xi). If FE (1: $), then rxi E ((0 :x,), I) n d = ((0 : x0)*, I) 
so that r E (((0 : x=)*, I) : xi) = (((0 : xa)*, I) : xq) as is needed. 

This proposition and Lemma 1.1 are all that is needed to prove the main 
result (Theorem 2.2). We now give another criterion for a weak d-sequence. 

PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose R is a commutative ring, H a partially 
ordered set, and (xa} a collection of elements of R indexed by H. Suppose 
(1) and (3) of Definition 1.1 hold for the (x,}. If I is an H-ideal and I, c I, 
x, G I, suppose (I : xa) G (I : xq) + (I : x,)* whenever x,, G? I, and suppose 
(I : x,) = (I : xi) for all such ideals. Then the (x, ) are a weak d-sequence. 

Proof. Obviously we must show (I : x,) n M’ = (I :x,)*. Suppose 
w  = C,, rAxA E (I : x,). If all the x* E (I : x,) then w  E (I:x,)* and we are 
done. If not, induct on the greatest 1, En such that A,, is in n but is not in 
(I : x0)*. By assumption, (I : x,) E (I : xelJ + (I : x,)* and so 
w  E (I : x*J + (I : x,)*. Then w= y+a, where y E (I : xlO) and 
a E (I : x,)*, and so w-a E (I : x~J. Let 0 =II - {A,). Then r~I,xsi, E 
(xq 1 p E e + (I : xa)*). 

Let J be the least H-ideal containing all the xb such that p E 0. Then 

rAo E ((J, (I: d*) : d,). 

Hence, rAO E ((J, (I : x,)*) : xlJ and so rAOxAO E J + (I : x,)*. Thus we may 
remove any greatest 1, in n from the expression.of w  as a sum of the xq. As 
1 HI is finite we finally obtain w  E (I : x,)* as required. 

We recall the definition of a d-sequence. 
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DEFINITION [ 15 1. A system of elements x, ,..., x, in a commutative ring 
R is said to be a d-sequence if: 

(1) 6, v-.*9 x,) #R and xi is not in the ideal generated by the rest of 
the xi. 

(2) If iao, then for all k> i + 1, ((x ,,..., xi) :xi+,xk)= 
((x , ,**-, xi) : xJ. We set x0 = 0. 

COROLLARY 1.1. If x,,...,~, is a d-sequence, then it is a weak d- 
sequence. 

Proof: Linearly order the xi by xi < xj if i < j. Then since xj is not in 
(x , ,..., xi : xi+ ,) if j > i + 1, we see that (1) and (3) of Definition 1.1 are 
trivial. Thus by Proposition 2.1, it is enough to verify (Z : x,) s (Z : xq) + 
(I : x,)*. But if Z is an H-ideal containing Z, but not x,, then Z must be of 
the form ((x, ,..., x,) : Xi+ i) and if X, @ (x, ,..., Xi) then ((x, ,..., xi) : xi+ 1) E 

(x I ,...) Xi) : Xi+ ,Xj) = ((Xl )...) Xi) : Xj)’ 

This gives us our first large class of weak d-sequences. We list some 
examples of d-sequences below; see [ 15, 171 for the complete details. 

1.1. Any R-sequence is a d-sequence. 

1.2. If X= (x,) is a generic n x (n + 1) matrix, then the maximal minors 
of X form a d-sequence. (We will show below that the maximal minors of a 
generic r x s matrix form a weak d-sequence.) 

1.3. If R is a Cohen-Macaulay ring and p is a prime ideal of height n 
generated by n + 1 elements (so that p is an almost complete intersection) 
such that R, is regular, then p is generated by a d-sequence. 

1.4. R is a local Buchsbaum ring (see [24]) if and only if every system of 
parameters forms a d-sequence. 

1.5. Let R be a regular local ring and p a prime such that R/p is 
Gorenstein. If x l,...,xk is a maximal R-sequence in p which generate it 
generically, then ((x, ,..., xk) : p) is generated by a d-sequence. 

1.6. Any ideal in an integrally closed domain minimally generated by two 
elements can be generated by two elements which are a d-sequence. 

1.7. Let X= (x,) be a generic r x s matrix and let Z,(X) be the ideal 
generated by all t X t minors of X. Then the images of x,i,..., xlS in 
k[x,]/Zt(X) form a d-sequence. 

1.8. The defining equations of the ideal p G k[x, y, z] parametrically given 
by k[t”l, t”l, t”j] form a d-sequence. 
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1.9. The defining ideal of the Veronese V,,, is given by the 2 x 2 minors 
of 

( 
x0 XI x2 

Xl x2 x3 1. 
These form a d-sequence. 

1.10. The elements XL, J’W, .YW + yz defining (up to radical) the ideal 
(x, 4’) n (z, w) form a d-sequence. 

1.11. Ifa ,,..., a, are not zero divisors in R, then the images of Xi,..., X, in 
R [X, ,..., KJ/hK + ... + a,X,) form a d-sequence. 

1.12. If I is an ideal generated by a d-sequence x, ,..., x,, then the images 
of the xi in the first graded piece in both S,(I) (the symmetric algebra off) 
and grR(I) (the graded algebra of Z) form a d-sequence. 

1.13. If R = k[X, Y, Z]/(X’ - YZ), and I is the ideal in R generated by 
the images of X and Z, then their images in the first graded piece of S,(Z) 
form a d-sequence. 

1.14. If R = k[X, Y. Z, W]/(X”Y - Z”w) then the images of X and Z in 
S,(Z) form a d-sequence, where I = (X, Z). 

These are a sample of d-sequences, and hence of weak d-sequences. 
Example 1.12 can be used repeatedly to give rather complicated examples of 
d-sequences (see [ 161). 

Another large class (and the most important class) of weak d-sequences 
comes from algebras with straightening law, studied by DeConcini et al. [9]. 
We will give the basic definitions below. 

Let H be a finite partially ordered set (poset) and let A be a ring with 
HcA. We say a monomial m= a, .a. ak of elements of H is standard if 
a,<a,<-.- <a,. We will write m < n = /I, . . . /I, if either a, .. . ak is an 
initial subsequence of /I, ... /I, or if, for the first i with ai #/Ii, we have 
ai <pi* 

DEFINITION [9]. Let R be a ring, A a commutative R-algebra and H a 
finite poset. A straightening law on H for A is a set of distinct algebra 
generators (ti ] a E H) for A over R, indexed by H such that any monomial 
n = a, ... 8, in A can be written uniquely as an R-linear combination of 
standard monomials m, with m, < n. 

An ideal Z c H of an algebra A with straightening law is any subset of H 
such that if a E Z and /3 < a, then p E I. The following propositions have 
been shown by DeConcini et al.: 

PROPOSITION l.A. Let A be an algebra with straightening law (ASL) on 
H over R. Suppose Z is an ideal of H and denote by f the ideal in A 
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generated by all E, a E I. Then 1 is a free R-module with basis consisting of 
the set of standard monomials beginning with an element of I. Further, AIris 
an ASL on H-I. 

PROPOSITION 1B. Let A be an ASL on H over R and suppose a 
corresponds to a minimal element a E H. If I c H is the set of all p E H, 
p 2 a, then I is an ideal and f= (0 : a). 

There are many examples of algebras with straightening law. We list 
several below which are found in [7, 91. 

1.15. Let R = k[x,], X = (x,) a generic r X s matrix. Then R is an ASL 
on the minors of X with the following order: any minor of X is given by an 
expression (j, ,..., j, I i, ,..., id, where 1 < j, < ..a < j, < r, 
1 <i, < ... < i, < s and the minor this represents is the k x k minor deter- 
mined by the j,,..., j,th rows and the i , ,..., i&h columns. The partial order is 
given by 

(j , ,..., j, I i , ,..., ik) < (jl, ,..., j; 1 ii ,..., ii) 

if and only if k > 1 and j, Q j’, ,..., j, < ji, i, < ii ,..., i, < ii. The straightening 
law was first given by Doubilet et al. [lo]. 

1.16. Let X be a generic r x s matrix and k be a field. The coordinate ring 
of the Grassman variety G,,, is an ASL on the maximal minors of X. Any 
maximal minor can be represented by an r-tuple [i,,..., i,.], where 
1 <i, < ... < i, < s and this is the minor determined by the i,,..., i,th 
columns. The straightening law is the standard Plucker relations on the 
maximal minors. 

1.17. If H is a partially ordered set and we let (x0 } be a set of indeter- 
minates indexed by a E H. Then the ring R [x=1/J ‘is an algebra with 
straightening law on the ix,), ordered by H, where R is any commutative 
ring and J is the ideal generated by (x,x0 1 a and /3 are incomparable}. 

1.18. THE PFAFFIANS. If R is a commutative ring and F a finitely 
generated free R-module, a map f : F* + F is said to the alternating if with 
respect to some (and therefore every) basis and dual basis of F and F* the 
matrix off is skew symmetric with all diagonal entries zero. If rank F is even 
and f : F* -+ F is alternating then detdf) is a square of a polynomial function 
of the entries of the matrix for f, called the Pfaffian of F. In general if F has 
odd rank 2n + 1, then the determinant of the matrix resulting from f by 
deleting the ith column and ith row is a square of a polynomial function of 
the corresponding entries and the ideal generated by these Pfaffians will 
denote Pfz2,(f ). 
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The importance of the Pfaffians comes from the structure theorem of 
Buchsbaum and Eisenbud. 

THEOREM [4]. Let R be a Noetherian local ring with maximal ideal J. 

(1) Let n > 3 be an odd integer and let F be a free R-module of rank 
n. Let f : F* + F be an alternating map whose image is contained in JF. 
Suppose Pf”,- ,(f) has grade 3. Then Pfn _ ,(f) is a Gorenstein ideal, 
minimallly generated by n elements. 

(2) Every Gorenstein ideal of grade 3 arises as in (1). 

For the remainder of this example we fix a field k, and a generic skew- 
symmetric matrix with zeros down the diagonal, X. 

i 

0 XI2 . . . 
X12n 

--x12 0 
x= i . . 

XZn-12n 

-X,2n *** * 1. -X2n-12n 0 

For convenience we will make the convention that xii = -xii if i > j and 
xii = 0 if i =j. 

In [7] it was proved that the set of all Pfaflians of X (i.e., the square roots 
of the determinants of any k columns i ,,..., i, and rows i ,,..., ik) gives a 
straightening law on k[x,]. The partial order is as follows: any Pfaffan is 
determined by the rows (and corresponding columns) and so we can use 
[i , ,..., i,,] to represent the Pfaffians give by the square root of the minor of 
the i * , 9*.-v l2k columns and rows of X. Say [i, ,..., i,,] > [j, ,..., j,,] if and only 
if I< k and i, < j, for s = l,..., 21. 

The importance of algebras with straightening law for our purposes comes 
from the following result. 

If R is an ASL on H and a E H we denote by C? E R the element of R 
corresponding to a. 

PROPOSITION 1.3. Let A be an ASL on H over R and suppose S.ZY is an 
ideal of H such that tf a, /I E S? are noncomparable and C$ = 2 rtyttiit is the 
straightening, where y, < a and yt </I, then t?it E s/. Then (6 ] a E s’) form 
a weak d-sequence. 

Proof: Let 1 be an H-ideal containing I, but not 6, and let Z c H be the 
set of all /3 E H such that BE 1 Then I is an ideal of H, and by the 
proposition noted above, (F: a) is an H-ideal of R. Thus (1) of Defintion 1.1 
is true. For (2), we note the following: if I and J c H are ideals, then Fn j is 
an H-ideal generated by those a E Z n J. For clearly In J c fn 1 To prove 
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the converse, suppose r E rn 1; since r E E r = II: s,G,& with a, E Z and all 
the terms standard (see above). Likewise, BE j implies r = r tjlBje with 
/Ii E J and this expression is standard. As the standard monomials are a free 
basis for A over R, we see that each 6,1iii is some pjfij and si = tj. This 
implies either ai </I, or /3, Q a,. Since Z and .Z are ideals of ZZ, either - 
ai E ZnJ or /3j E ZnJ. This shows r E Zr\J. Now 2 n (I: a) is an inter- 
section of two H-ideals and hence is equal to the ideal generated by all 6, 
a~~WWKb4 ( see above). This is precisely (f : a)*. 

If /? E (f : a) then again by the above proposition, /3 $z aj. Let 
@= JJ rijjiti, be the straightening, where yi < a,/% By assumption fii E J/. 
Since yi E I, c r this shows @E 12. Finally, if Z is an H-ideal, then Z is 
self-radical. Hence (I : x) = (Z : x2) for every x E A. 

This proposition provides us with many weak d-sequences; we list below 
those that will appear in the rest of this paper. 

1.19. Let X be a generic I x s matrix, R a commutative ring. Then the 
maximal minors of X form a weak d-sequence. 

Proof: By 1.13 above R [xi,] is an ASL on all the minors of X, and it is 
easy to see that the set of all maximal minors is an ideal of the partially 
order set H of 1.13. It remains to show that the straightening of two 
noncomparable maximal minors 6 and /? has the form 2 rijjifi,, where 
yi < a, Z3 and ti, E ,d = the ideal generated by all the maximal minors. But 
the straightening law on these are the Plucher relations which are quadratic, 
involving one y, ( a, p and another maximal minor. Thus, Proposition 1.3 
shows these form a weak d-sequence. 

1.20. Let X be a generic skew-symmetric matrix as in 1.15. Then the 
maximal Pfaffans of X form a weak d-sequence. 

Proof: This follows at once by examining the straightening law (see [7]). 

1.2 1. Let R be any commutative ring and X a generic r x s matrix. Let 
Z&X) = Z be the ideal generated by all t x t minors of X, and set 
A = R [x,,]/Z. If H is the partially ordered set of minors of X minus those of 
degree at, then A is an ASL on H over R (by 1.13 and the propositions). 
Let z? be the ideal of A generated by all the (t - 1) x (t - 1) minors of the 
first t - 1 columns. Then those minors form a weak d-sequence. 

Proof: These are an ideal of H so by Proposition 1.3 it is enough to 
check that if 6 and p are two noncomparable (t - 1) x (t - 1) minors of the 
first t - 1 columns of X then @E 12, where I c H is an ideal and Z, c 1 
But the straightening law of A is inherited from that of R [xl,] and there, Efl 
straightens modulo Z to quadratic terms j%, where 7, 8 are (t - 1) x (t - 1) 
minors of the first t - 1 columns and y < a. y < /I. 
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Remark. If we let 2 be the ideal of A generated by all the 
(t- l)x(t- 1) minors of X, then these form a weak d-sequence. 

1.22. In [ 141 Hochster showed that if R = K[X, Y, Z, IV] and p is the 
prime ideal in R defined parametrically by k[u*, u3, UU, u] then gr,(R) is a 
Cohen - Macaulay domain even though R/p is not Cohen-Macaulay. The 
ideal p is defined by four equations, p = (Y’ -X3, XZ - YW, 
Z* - Xw,YZ - X’W) and is generated by the 2 x 2 minors of 

( 
xwz Y 

1 Y z xw x2 - 

(Two of the 2 X 2 minors are redundant.) We impose the order given by this 
representation of the generators as 2 x 2 minors and show these form a weak 
d-sequence. Specifically, we set XZ - YW < X2 W - YZ and X2 W - YZ < 
xw-z* and PW-YZ<X3-P. Let us set a,=XZ-YW, 
a, = p W - YZ, a3 = Xw -Z*, and a, =X3 - p. We compute the 
relevant ideals: 

(0 : a,) = (01, 

(4 :a*)= (a,), 

( a,, a2 : a3) = (X, Y), 

((a,, a2, a41 : a,) = (X y>, 

((a,,a,):a,)=(W,Z), 

((a,, a,, a,) : a4) = (K Z). 

Also, 

(0 : a,)* = (0), 

(a 1 : a*)* = (a,>, 
@,,a 2 : a3>* = (a,, a,, a4 : a3)* = (a,, a,, a,), 

( al~a2:a,)*=((a,,a2,a3):a,)*=(a,,a2,a3). 

Each of these is an H-ideal and so (1) of Definition 1.1 is satisfied. For (2), 
we must check 

(a> P n (0 : a,) = (O), 

(W NW 1 : a,) = (a,), 

(cl pn (a,,a 2:a3)=pn(a,,a2,a,:a3)=(a,,a,,a,), 

W pn @,,a,, :a4)=pn(a,,a2,a3:a4)=(a,,a2,a3). 
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Parts (a) and (b) are trivial. As ((a,, a,) : a,) = ((a,, a,, u4) : uJ = (X, Y), 
we must show p n (X, Y) = (a,, u2, uq). Certainly (a,, u2, a,) is contained in 
W, Y). But, u3 is not a zero divisor modulo (X, Y) and hence 
(((u,,u,,u,)):u,)~(u,,u,,u,,u,)=(u,,u,,u,), which is precisely the 
statement we need. For (d) the same argument holds, noting u4 is not a zero 
divisor modulo ((a,, u2, u3) : UJ = (IV, Z). For (3) of Definition 1.1 we must 
show u4u3 E (a,, uz)p as u3u4 E (a,, a&. But this relation follows from the 
standard Plucher relation on the six 2 x 2 minors of 

( 
xwz Y 

) Y z xw x2 * 

2. MAIN THEOREM 

In this section we prove the main theorem (Theorem 2.2) a<d derive 
several corollaries concerned with symbolic powers and the actual 
computation of depth. Proposition 2.1 is the main technical result, while in 
Theorem 2.1 we show that weak d-sequences satisfy the conditions of this 
proposition. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose R is a commutative ring, Z and J two ideals 
satisfying (D’) : Zk’ ’ ~ZkJm~Zkt’(Z,J)m-k-‘. Let Q=Z+J. Then R/Q” 
has a filtration M, = R/Q”, M, = 0 such that MJM,, , is isomorphic to 
Zk/(Zk(Z, J”- k)). 

Proof: Set Mk = Z”/Z”(Z, J)n-k, where by convention we assume P = R. 
Then M, = R/Q” and 

M n-l = I”-‘/Z”-‘(Q) = ,,-‘/(I” + In-‘J). 

There is clearly a surjective map from Mk onto Zk/(Zk” + ZkJnpk); it is 
enough to show that the kernel of this map is isomorphic to Mk+ , . 

The kernel is 

(Zk+’ + ZkJ’-k)/(Zk(Z, J)“-k) 

= (zkf 1 + IkJn-k)/(zk+ ‘@y-k- I + zkJ”-k) 

2zk+l/(~k+l,n-k-l +zktI,zkJn-k). 

By assumption, Zkfl nZkJnpk c Zk+‘Q”-k-’ so that this is just 

zkt I/(zk+ lQn-k-l), 

as required. 
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The condition (D’) is a natural one as the following propositions show: 
(See Sally, [24]). 

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a commutative Noetherian local ring, Z and 
J two proper ideals, and Q = Z + J. Suppose Z is generated by elements not in 
Q'. By L‘-” denote the initial forms of elements in gro(R) = 
R/Q@Q/Q’@ .-. . Then I and J satisfy Z n J”’ c I(Z, J)m-’ if and only if 

gr,W) z gr,(R J/r (a graded isomorphism). 

ProoJ: gr,(R/I) is just 

R/Q 0 Q/(Q’, 0 0 (Q*, MQ3, 1) 0 a-. , 

which is isomorphic to 

R/Q 0 Q/(Q’, 0 0 Q’/(Q” + Q2 n 1) 0 --- . 

Since Z is generated by forms of degree 1, gro(R)/f is isomorphic to 

R/Q 0 Q(Q’, 0 0 Q2/(Q3 + IQ) 0 .a- . 

If these are isomorphic, then 

Q”/(Q”+’ + ZQ”-‘) N Qn/(Q”+’ + Q”nZ) 

for every n. Since there is a surjective map from Q”/(Q’+’ + ZQ’-‘) to 
Qn/(Q”+ ’ + Q” n 0, and these are finitely generated modules over a 
commutative Noetherian ring, this map must be an isomorphism in this case. 
This shows Q” n Z s Q” + ’ + IQ”-’ for every n. But then, 

Q”nIs Q”” nz+ZQ~-‘~Qfl+2+ZQn+zQ~-1=Qn+2+ZQ”-’. 

By induction, 

Q”nZs Qn-‘I+ Qntk for all k> 1. 

Since R is local, we obtain 

Q"nI= Q"-'Z. 

We claim (*) holds for every n if and only if Z and J satisfy 

InP s IQ”-‘. 

(*I 

For suppose (*). Then Z f3 J” G Z n Q* = ZQ” - I. Conversely, if Z n J” E 
ZQm-’ then Zf? Q” = IQm-’ + I” n Ic IQm-l, as required. 
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This shows that if gr,(R/Z) and grc(R)/f are isomorphic, then 

InJ”‘c ZQ”-‘. 

Conversely if this holds, then (*) holds and so 

Qn/(Q"+'+ZQ"-')=Qn/(Q"+'+Q"nZ) 

and grc(R)/Z is isomorphic to gr,(R/Z). 

PROPOSITION 2.3 [24]. Suppose Z is generated by an R-sequence 
x,,..., xd of elements not in Q2. Let the notation be as in Proposition 2.2. 
Then Z and J satisfy (D’) if and only if 

Proof: By Proposition 2.2, gro(R/Z) z gra(R)/I if and only if 

znPszQm-l. 

We must show ZknZk-‘J”’ is contained in ZkQ”-‘. For this it is enough to 
show 

zkn Q” = Q”-kzk 

for all n > k. 
We do this by induction on k. For k = 1, this is (*) of Proposition 2.2. So 

assume k> 1. Then if aEZknQn, aEZk-*nQfl=Q”-k+lZk-l by 
induction. But Zk-‘/Zk is a free R/Z module; let jjl ,..., jjs be a basis for it over 
R/Z. 

Then modulo Zk, a = Cfzl t,y,, where the t, are in Qnpk+‘. Since a E Zk, 
we see that Cj= 1 t, y, E Zk and by the choice of the y,, this implies 

t, E IA Q”-k+’ =ZQ-, 

Then, a E Zk-’ . ZQ”-k = ZkQnmk as required. 
We have shown gro(R/Z) = gr,(R)/I if and only if Zk r7 Q” = QnmkZk for 

all k > 1 and all n > k. This shows Z and J satisfy (D’) since 

Zknzk-lJ”‘~zknQrn+k-l =zkQm-1. 

Conversely if Z and J satisfy (D’) then by Proposition 2.2, 

gr#/Z) == gr&O/f. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let J be an ideal of R, H a partially ordered set and 
(x,} c R a set of elements indexed by H. We will say the {x,} form a weak 
d-sequence module J if 

(a) the images of the x, in R/J form a weak d-sequence and 

(b) if Z is an Z-Z-ideal in R/J containing Z, but not X, and zFD E (f : X,), 
then lifting back to R, 

x, xD E (Z, J)yc4. 

This is stronger than assuming (a), as from (a) we only obtain 

x,x,EZ&+J. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a commutative ring, H a partially ordered set, 
(x, ) E R a set of elements indexed by H which form a weak d-sequence 
module J for some ideal J. Let d = (x, 1 a E H). Then 

Proof We induct on the number of elements of H. If this is one, then 
&’ = (x). There are two cases: 

Case 1. x & (J : x). Then (J : x) = (J : x2) and so xkr E J implies xr E J. 
Then xkr E xk- 'J. Thus 

Case 2. If x E (J : x) then x2 E J& = Jx. Hence (xk) n J C_ xk-‘(Jx) = 
dk-‘J. 

We may suppose H has more than one element. Let a be a minimal 
element of H. Set x=x, and let Z be the ideal generated by the rest of the 
x~, /3 # a. We require the following observation. 

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose (xq} is a weak d-sequence modulo J and I, is an 
H-ideal. Write d = I, + I,, where I, = (xq 1 xq G Z,). Then (J, Z,) n #” c 
z,&P-'+zyn(J,z,). 

Proof. Immediate. 
Now as wEdmnJ we may write w=xw’ +z, where z E I” and 

xw’ + z E J. Then 

z E zm n (J, x). (2) 
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However, as in Proposition 1.1, it is easy to see that since x is minimal, 
(xq I/3 # a} are a weak d-sequence modulo (J, x) and {x0} are a weak d- 
sequence modulo (J : x). We may use the induction on Eq. (2) to conclude 

and so 

z E d m-~J+~,,-2J2+~m-~X+~m-2X2~ 

Thus u’ = z + x$ (where w’ E M”‘~ ‘) is in 

Jn (x&-“- ’ + dm-‘J + zfm-‘Jz). 

Hence 
wE(xaf”-‘nJ)+~m-‘J+~m-2J2. 

Write w  = xa + c, where a E M’“- ’ and~E.&‘“-‘J+.M~-~J~.ThenxuEJ 
implies uE(J:x). Thus aE(J:x)ndm-‘G(J:x)ns/=(J:x)* as the 
{xb} are a weak d-sequence in R/J. Set I, = (J: x)*. We have a E I, n 
~m-‘EZ,~“-2+Z~-2n(J,Z,) b y L emma 1, where I, = (xe 1 xg & Zr }. We 
observe: 

LEMMA 2.2. Let R, H, x, {x,}, and J be us above. Zf Z is an H-ideal of 
R, and H, = (/3 1 xq 6? I}, then (xg I/? E H,} ure a weak d-sequence modulo 
(J, 0 

Proof: The proof is exactly as in Proposition 1.1. 
Applying this above, we see as m - 1 < m that by induction 

Zy-’ n (J, Z,) c Zy-‘(J, I,) + Zy--‘(J, I,)‘. 

Hence w  is in afmp2J2 + dm-‘J + xZ,&“-~ + xZ;l-*J + XI?-*I, + 
xZ; - 3Jz + xl? - ‘I;. Now either I, = J or XI, = x(J : x)* ~Jaf by 
assumption. In either case w  is in af”-2J2 + af”-‘J as required. 

If the (xn) form a d-sequence modulo J then 

&‘“nJ~.Mm-‘J. 

The weak d-sequence has the property that 

~mnJ~s’m-‘J+S”-2J2. 

To apply the filtration of Proposition 2.1, we basically need 

&‘mnJ~Icpm-‘J+&‘-2J2+ a.. +J”‘. CD’) 
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However, we know of no workable definition for a sequence of elements to 
satisfy (D’) except for the above two. Clearly (D’) is closely tied to the 
analytic properties of Z and J. 

COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose (xq} are a weak d-sequence in R, with 
partially ordered set H, and a E H is minimal. Set x, = x, and let J be the 
ideal generated by the rest of the x,,. Then 

(xk+‘)nxkP c_xk+‘(x, ,),-I. 

ProoJ: Suppose xk + ‘a = xkb, where b EJ”‘. Then x”(xa - b) =O. If 
.Y* = 0 then there is nothing to show; if not then (0 : x) = (0 : x’) and so 
b E ((0 : x), x) nP. But by Propsition 1.1 the {xq 1 /I # a} form a weak d- 
sequence modulo ((0 :x)*,x) and b E ((0 :x)*,x) as bElc$. By 
Theorem 2.1, 

and so 
b E J”-I((0 : x),x) + J”-‘((O : x),x)’ 

xkb E J”‘-‘xk+’ + J”‘-Zxk+2 G xk+‘(x, ,)“-I. 

Note if k = 0 then 

by Theorem 2.1. 

DEFINITION 2.2. An ideal J is said to be related to a weak d-sequence 
(x,} if J= ((I : x,), &‘), where Z is an H-ideal containing Z, but not x,. We 
also include -& as a related ideal. A prime ideal P is said to be a related 
prime to the weak d-sequence (x,} if P is associated to some related ideal. 

THEOREM 2.2. Let R be a commutative ring and {xb} a weak d-sequence 
in R on the partially ordered set H. Let d be the ideal generated by all the 

k3 I* Then for all n> 1, R/IPP” has a filtration 
M,=R/IPP”zM,z... 2 Md = (0) such that M,/M,+ l = R/J where J is 
some related ideal of {x, }. 

Proof: Induct on the number of elements of H. If H has only one 
element, then J/ = (x). If x2 = 0, then clearly there is nothing to prove. If 
x2 # 0, then (0 : x) = (0 : x2) and hence 

(x)/(x’) N (x2)/(x’) ‘v (x”)/(x” + ‘) for every n > 1. 

Then there are exact sequences 

0 -+ (x)/(x2) -+ R/(x”) -+ R/(x”- ‘) + 0. 
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By induction on n, we may assume R/(x”-‘) has the required filtration. As 
(x)/(x’) N_ R/(x, (0 : x)) this shows R/(x”) also does. 

We may suppose H has more than one element. Let a be a minimal 
element of H and set x = x,. By Corollary 2.1, (x) and J satisfy the 
condition (D’) of Proposition 2.1. Here J is the ideal generated by all 
(xq 1 p # a}. By Proposition 2.1, we may conclude R/J/” has a filtration 
whose factors are isomorpic to 

(xk)/(Rxk + ’ + xkJ” -k), 

Map R onto this by multiplication by xk; again we may assume x2 # 0 
and so (0 : x) = (0 : x2). This shows 

R/(x, (0 : x), J” - k, = (xk)/(Rxk + ’ + xkP - k). 

Set S = R/(x, (0 : x). Then the images of (xq (/I # a} form a weak d- 
sequence in S by Proposition 1.1. We may thus apply ’ the induction to 
conclude S/ppk have filtrations whose factors are of the form S/I, where f 
is a related ideal of (xq 1 /I # a}. Lifting this back to R, we see Z is of the 
form ((0 : x), x, I, : xg), &‘), where I, is an (H - {a })-ideal containing Z, but 
not xq. 

By Lemma 1.1, since (x, I,) is an H-ideal (a is minimal), 
((0 : x), x, I, : 5) r (((0 : x)*, x, Z,) : x& and so Z is in fact a related ideal of 
{x0}. Since S/Z ‘v R/Z we have shown the conclusion of Theorem 2.2. 

COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose R, H, ,rB, and {x,} are as in Theorem 2.2. 
Suppose in addition that J/ is prime and R is Noetherian. Zf 

then 

&WI) = &II 
P P for all related primes p, 

In particular, vdp is generated by a regular sequence for all such p, then 

,-&Y(n) = &+” for every n 2 1. 

Before we prove this we note two standard lemmas. 

LEMMA 2.3 (see [ 191). Suppose R is a local Noetherian ring and 
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is an exact sequence ofJnitely generated R-modules. Then 

(a) depth K > depth N = depth L, 

(b) depth N > depth K = depth L + 1, or 

(c) depth L > depth K = depth N. 

In particular if depth K = depth L, then 

depth K = depth L = depth N. 

Also if depth K > depth L then depth N > depth L. 

Proof Well known and easy from any of the homological charac- 
terizations of depth. 

LEMMA 2.4. Suppose R is a Noetherian local ring and M is a finitely 
generated module with a filtration (Mk}{=O. If 

then depth M 2 t. 

ProoJ: Induct on the length of the filtration. We may assume 
depth M, 2 t. We have an exact sequence, 

and depth M, > t, depth M/il4, > t. By Lemma 2.3, depth it4 2 t. 
We now prove Corollary 2.2. Suppose d(n) # xP’. Then there is an 

associated prime Q of d” which is not equal to d. Localize at Q. By 
Theorem 2.2, (R/M’“), has a filtration whose factors are isomorphic to 
(R/J), 7 where J is a related ideal of {x,}. If Q 2 J, just leave these terms 
out. ((R/J), = 0 in this case.) 

Since A?;) = ,9pZ, by assumption if Q is a related prime, we see Q is not a 
related prime so that depth(R/J), > 1 if (R/J), # 0. By Lemma 2.4, 
depth(R/dn), > 1, which contradicts the assumption. 

COROLLARY 2.3. Let R be a Noetherian ring, (xp) a weak d-sequence on 
a partially ordered set H and .M the ideal generated by all the x,. Let Q be 
a prime which contains &. Then for every n > 1, 

depth(R/d”), > min depth(R/J), , 

where the right side runs through all related ideals JG Q. 
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Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.4. 

In general, the exact depths of R/A’” can be quite difficult to compute. In 
the last section we explicitly compute one example, and observe some more 
subtle changes in depth. However, one observation can be made. 

COROLLARY 2.4. Let R, H, -pP, and {x,} be as in Corollary 2.3. Let Q 
be a prime and set t = { min depth(R/J), 1 J G Q, J related}. If a is minimal 
in H and x = x, is not a zero divisor, then if depth(R/J9”), = t for some n, 
depth(R/.N”), = t for all m > n. 

Proof. Clearly it is enough to show this for m = n + 1. 

From Proposition 2.1 applied to (x) and J, where J is the ideal generated 
by the rest of the xq, we see there is an exact sequence, 

0 + ((x)/x(-@‘“))~ -+ (R/d”+ ‘)o + (R/(x, J’+ ‘))o + 0. 

Since x is not a zero divisor, (x)/x&“’ is isomorphic to R/d”. By 
Corollary 2.3, depth(R/(x, J”+ ‘))c > t. (Here we are implicitly using 
Proposition 1.1 and Lemma 1.1 as we have done above.) Apply Lemma 2.3. 
The possibilities are: 

(a) t = depth(R/d”), > depth(R/&“+‘), = depth(R/(x, J”+‘))o > t, 
which forces depth(R/d” “)c = t. 

(b) depth(R/&‘+ ‘)c > depth(R/s9”), = t = depth(R/(x, J”+‘)c + 1 > 
t + 1 which cannot happen, 

(c) depth(R/(x, J”+‘))o > depth(R/&“+‘))c = depth(R/d”)c = f, 
which is the desired conclusion. 

COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose R is a Noetherian domain and {xu} a weak d- 
sequence, S/ the ideal generated by the {x,}. Then 

Ass(R/d) E Ass(R/&‘) E -.- . 

Proof By the above exact sequence, we have if x=x,, where a is 
minimal, that 0 + X/XM”’ + R/M’“+‘. But x/x&’ ‘Y Rldn as R is a domain 
and so 0 --f R IS/” + R/d”+ ‘, which gives the required result. 

3. SYMBOLIC POWERS AND DEPTHS 

In this section we use the results from the previous two sections to 
explicitly calculate the depths of powers of ideals generated by weak d- 
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sequences and prove the symbolic powers are equal to the ordinary powers 
for several of the examples. Since most of this has already been done in [ 15, 
171 for d-sequences, we concentrate upon the later examples of Section 1. 

3.1. The maximal minors. Let X = (x,) be an r x s generic matrix over a 
base ring R which we assume to be Cohen-Macaulay and Noetherian. 

We need to review some more material on algebras with straightening law. 
Again this will be found in [9]. 

Let A be an ASL on H over R. H is said to be wonderful if, after 
adjoining least and geatest elements, H has the following property: if p,, 
pz <o are covers of the same element a, then there is a y < u which is a 
common cover of p, and /3*. Here, /I is said to be a cover of a if a < /3 and 
there is no u such that a < u < /?. Then, the following are shown by 
DeConcini et al 

PROPOSITION 3A [9]. Suppose A is an ASL on H over R and 

(1) A is graded and all the ci are forms, 

(2) R is Cohen-Macaulay (i.e., R is locally Cohen-Macaulay), 

(3) H is wonderful. 

Then A is locally Cohen-Macaulay. 

PROPOSITION 3B [9]. Let H be wonderful, A an ASL on H over R. If I 
is an ideal of H such that for every two minimal elements aI, a2 of H - I 
with a,, a2 < y there is a common cover p < y for a,, az, then H - I is 
wonderful. 

THEOREM 3.1. Let X be as above and set A = k[xij](,O,, k afield. Let ~4 
be the ideal generated by all the maximal minors of X. It is well known that 
,d is prime. Then &’ (PI) = JP’ for every n > 1, and 

depth A/&” > r2 - 1 for all n. 

If depth A/J&“’ = r2 - 1 for any n, then depth A/dm = r2 - 1 for every 
m > n. 

Proof: First, in 1.17 it was established that the maximal minors of X 
form a weak d-sequence on H, the poset of maximal minors. In addition, by 
Propositions 1A and 1B every related ideal of this weak d-sequence is of the 
form f, where I c H’ is an ideal of the poset H’ of all minors of X. It is easy 
to check using Proposition 1B that every related ideal looks like d plus the 
ideal generated by all minors (tk ,..., t, ] j, ,..., j,) with j, < i, ,..., j, < i, and 
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strict inequality in at least one entry. Here, [i ,,..., i,] is some fixed maximal 
minor. Thus the related ideals are of the form E where Z c H and 

Z={(r ,...) l]j, ,...) j,)]l<j,<***<j,<s} 

u ((fk ,..., t,) j ,,..., &)I j, > i,, or,..., orj, > i, 

for some fixed 1 <i, < ... < i, <s). 

H-Z has a unique minimal element, (r - I,..., 1 ] i, ,..., i,-,) and so by 
Proposition 3.B, A/f is Cohen-Macaulay. As f was any related ideal of the 
maximal minors, we see every related ideal is perfect. 

However, the maximal minors have a unique greatest element, 
a = [s - r + l,..., s] (here the notation is as in Section 1). In addition, if Z is 
any H-ideal then a is not a zero divisor module I. This follows at once from 
the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3C 191. Let A be an ASL or H over R with greatest element 
a E H. Then 6 is not a zero-divisor. 

Proof Easy exercise using the definition of algebra with straightening 
law. 

Let Z be an H-ideal #d containing I, but not x,. Then a & (Z : xp) since 
a E (Z : x~) means ax, E I. By the remarks above, a is not a zero divisor 
modulo Z so that this would imply x, E I, which is not the case. But in this 
case by Lemma 1.1, if we let J be the ideal generated by all the x6 except for 
a, we see 

(I : x,) E ((I : x,), J) c (Z : x,), J : a) 

G((Z:x,)*,J:a)=(J:a). 

Hence ((I : xa), d) c ((J : a), a). We have thus shown every related ideal is 
contained in ((J : a), a). Since all these are perfect ideals we see that 

min{depth A/J 1 J related to (x,}} = depth A/((J : a), a). 

Let us compute this ideal explicitly. As j < s - r, by elementary linear 
algebra, xiju is in the ideal J generated by the rest of the maximal minors. 
Hence, J E (xii) j < s - r) E (J : a). As a is not a zero divisor modulo the 
middle ideal, we see (J : a) = (xij 1 j < s - r>. As there are r(s - r)/xij in this 
ideal we see 

depth A/((J : a), a) 

= dim A - height((J : a), a) 

=rs-(r(s-r)+ l)=r*- 1. 
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It now follows from Corollary 2.3 that depth A/d” > r2 - 1 for every n. 

From Corollary 2.4 the last statement of Theorem 3.1 follows. It remains to 
show J(“) = J” for all n. For this we use Corollary2.2. Set (J : a, a) = Q. 
It is well known that the related ideals of the weak d-sequence are all prime 
(see [ 11, 81.). Consequently, if JQP is a complete intersection then 
Corollary 2.3 will imply d (“) = .M” for every n. For this, since ~2 is regular 
it sufftces to show (A/&‘), is regular. But the singular locus of d is deter- 
mined by all the (r - 1) x (r - 1) minors and clearly Q does not contain all 
of these. (For instance, [s - I + 2 ,..., s] @G Q). Hence (A/&& is regular and 
so A$ is a complete intersection. Thus A@) = J/” for all n. The proof of 
Theorem 3.1 is now complete. 

Buchsbaum has conjectured that if &’ denotes the maximal minors of a 
generic r x s matrix, then depth R/M’ should be independent on s if n > 2. 
Robbiano [2 1 ] has conjectured that these depths are independent on n if 
n > 2. We give a partial answer to these conjectures. 

COROLLARY 3.1. Let A, X, J/ be as in Theorem 3.1; then for n >> 0, 

depth A/#’ = r2 - 1. 

Consequently the depth of these for all but finitely many n is independent of s 
and becomes constant. 

Proof: Cowsik and Nori [6] showed that the analytic spread, I(&‘), of 
M’ is r(s - r) + 1. Burch proved, 

PROPOSITION 3D [5]. Let R be a Noetherian local ring and Z an ideal. 
By l(Z) denote the analytic spread of I. Then 

dim R - inf depth R/Z” > l(Z). 

(See [20] for information concerning analytic spread.) 
Now in Theorem 3.1 we showed 

inf depth A/S’” > r2 - 1. 

From Proposition 3D, we see 

dim A - I(&) > inf depth A/&‘” 

and so rs - (r(s - r) + 1) > inf depth A/.@‘“. This shows that 

inf depth A/d” = r2 - 1. 

By Theorem 3.1 once depth A/&‘” = r2 - 1, this is true for all m > n. 
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To prove both the conjectures of Buchsbaum and Robbiano, it is enough 
to show depth A/&” = r2 - 1. 

In fact an explicit A/&‘-sequence of length r2 - 1 can be given (see 
Section 6); the only work that remains is to show it is a maximal A/&“- 
sequence. We do this in Section 6 for the case of the 2 x n minors. This 
recovers a result of Robbiano [21], who showed this case. We will see in 
Example 3.3 that there is something strange going on which should make the 
calculation somewhat nontrivial. 

3.2. The Pfaflians. In 1.16 and 1.18 we discussed the Pfaffians and 
showed that the maximal order Pfaffians of a generic skew-symmetric matrix 
of odd rank form a weak d-sequence. 

THEOREM 3.2 (see [ 11). Let k be afield, X a generic (2n + 1) x (2n + 1) 
skew-symmetric matrix with zeros down the diagonal. If a = [i,,..., i2,,], 
where l<i, <... < i,, < 2n + 1, let x, denote the Pfafian determined by 
the i ,,..., i,, columns and rows of X. Let M’ be the ideal the x, generate. 
Then S? is a prime ideal and &“” = J&‘” for every n. Further, if 

A = (k[xijl)(xU, then 

i;f depth A/Jm = (2n + l)(n - 1) 

and if depth A/dm = (2n + l)(n - l), then depth A/J/~ = (2n + l)(n - 1) 
for k>m. 

ProoJ We proceed as in 3.1, first calculating the related ideals. The 
maximal Pfaffians are in fact linearly ordered; let fi be the Pfaffian 
[ I,..., 2n - 1, 2n - i + 2 ,..., 2n + 11. Then f, < f2 < . . . < fin+, . We must 
calculate ((fi ,..., fi) : f;:, J. By using Proposition lB, it is easy to see that 
this ideal is precisely the set of Pfaffians [i,,..., i,,] of X which are not 
>.A+,* By the partial order of 1.16, this is precisely the ideal generated by 
all [i ,,..., i,,] such that i, = l,..., i2+i = 2n -i, izn-,+, = 2n - i + 1. Hence 
the related ideals are these plus dfi ,..., f2,,+ ,). These are all of the form E 
where Z is an ideal of H, the poset of all Pfaffians of X. Using Proposition 1B 
we can compute what the related ideal looks like; if Zj c H is defined by 

Zj = ( [il)...) i,,](l~i,<...<i,,~2n+l} 

” (Ii , ,..., i,,] 1 i, = I)...) i,=jforsomelixedj, l<j<2n), 

then the ‘; are precisely the set of related ideals. In this case H-Z, has a 
unique minimal element, namely, [ l,..., j - 1, j + l,..., 2n - I]. Thus 
Proposition 3B shows H-Z is wonderful and Proposition 3A allows us to 
conclude A/Z, is Cohen-Macaulay. As f2,+, is a greatest element of the 
subset of maximal Pfaffians, just as in 3.1, we conclude every related ideal is 
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contained in ((dfi ,..., f2,J : fin+ ,),fln+ ,), which by the observations above is 
precisely the ideal (xIZ ,..., xIZn, fin+ ,). Thus 

min(depth A/J 1 J related to (f;:} ) 

= depthAlh2~...~ xlZn, A,+ A 

=2n(2n+ 1)/2-(2n+ l)=(n- 1)(2n+ 1). 

The last statements of Theorem 3.2 now follows from Corollary 2.4. 
To prove M”“‘) = d”‘, induct on the rank of X. If rank X= 1, there is 

nothing to prove. By Corollary 2.2, we must show “tgjlm) = ~‘4” for all related 
prime q of (fi}. Choose such a q. Since all the related ideals are perfect, and 
contained in (x1* ,..., x,~~, fi,+ ,), we see (xii) & q. Hence in A, some 
xii 6Z qAp. 

But then consider X over A,; we may (over A4) put X into the form 

0 
. . 

0 6 
i O... 0 1 0 

0 0 

.i .i I i 0 L 0 

.i 
0 

0 

Yij 

0 0 
0 1 0 ... 0 

0 0 
. . 

0 -0 

with nonzero entries J-‘~~ = x,., + higher terms for r, s # i, j and r # s. Leaving 
out the ith and jth columns and rows, we obtain a matrix Y of lower rank 
and the ideal of highest-order Pfaffians of Y = (in A,) the ideal ~2’. By 
induction Jim’ = &y as required. 

It remains to show 

inf depth A/dm = (n - 1)(2n + 1). 

By Corollary 2.3 and the above remarks, 

inf depth A/d” > (n - 1)(2n + 1). 

However, it is easy to see the maximal Pfaffians are analytically independent 
in A and so I(&‘) = 2n + 1, where again I(&) is the analytic spread of J/. 
By Proposition 3D, 

dim A - inf depth A/dm > I(&‘) = 2n + 1. 
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Thus, since dim A = 2n(2n + I)/2 = n(2n + 1), we see 

(n - 1)(2n + 1) = n(2n + 1) - (2n + 1) > inf depth A/&“‘. 

This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 

3.3 In this example we consider the n x n minors of an (n + 1) x (n + 1) 
generic matrix X= (xii). If J/ is the ideal generated by them, then s&’ is a 
Gorenstein ideal [ 181. This ideal does not satisfy the condition of 
Proposition 1.3. Indeed if a and p are two noncomparable n X n minors of X, 
then their straightening looks like 

$= quadratic terms in other n x n minors + A (linear terms), 
where A is the determinant of X. 

Evidently, the latter term is not in I,&, as is needed. Indeed it is known [6] 
that s?’ is not well behaved in the sense that depth A/M’” = 0 for some n, 
A = k[~~~](~~), k a field. 

However, (A) is equal to 6 where Z is the ideal of the poset H of all 
minors of X given by {(n + l,..., 1 ] l,..., n + 1)). Hence, A = k[x,]/(A) is an 
algebra with straightening law, and by the remarks above concerning the 
straightening relation of two n x n miors, we see that the condition of 
Proposition 1.3 is satisfied and we may conclude that the set of n X n minors 
of X, read in A, form a weak d-sequence. Let J/ be the ideal they generate. 

THEOREM 3.3. Let A. sf be as above. Then 

inf depth A/s&” > n2 - 1 

and if 

depth A/,&” = n2 - 1 for some m, 

then depth A/S/~ = n2 - 1 for all k > m. In addition sf(“‘) = s?” for all m. 

ProoJ For these statements, we proceed as in the last two theorems. 
Firstly the poset H’ of n x n minors has a maximal element, 
a = (n + l,..., 2 1 2 ,..., n + 1) and so as above, every related ideal of the n X n 
minors is contained in ((J : a), a), where J is the ideal generated by all the 
other n x n minors. Hence to obtain the first two statements of Theorem 3.3, 
we need only show that the related ideals are perfect, and that 
depth A/((J : a), a) = n2 - 1; the statements then follow from Corollaries 2.3 
and 2.4. 
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As before, by using Proposition 1B it is easy to check that the related 
ideals are all of the form 1, where Z G H is given by 

z= {(j,,..., j, I i , ,..., i,) ( 1 < i, < ... < i, < n + 1 
1 <j, < *** < j,<n+ 1) 

u {(jk,..., j, I i,,..‘, ik) I (j/y., j, I i,,..., 4) $ (b”,..., 6, I ~I,..., a,), 
for some fixed n x n minor (b, ,..., 6, ] a, ,..., a,)}. 

H - Z has a unique minimal element (b,-, ,..., b, ] a,, ,..., Q,- ,) and so since H 
is wonderful, so is H-Z, and hence (using Proposition 3A) A/I is 
Cohen-Macaulay. Thus all the related ideals are perfect. By the above 
computation applied to b, = n + l,..., b, = 2, a, = 2 ,..., a, = n + 1, we see 
((.Z : a), a) = (x,, ,..., xl,,+, , x2, ,..., x,+, , , a) and so depth A/((.Z : a), a) = 
(n + 1)2 - (2n + 2) = n* + 2n + I - (2n + 2) = ,* - 1. 

To show ~0”) = J./” for all m, induct on the rank of X. By Corollary 2.2 
it is enough to show -t9, (m) = J&‘~ for every related prime of the n x n minors. 
However, by Lemma 3C we ibserve that x,+ i ,,+ i is not a zero divisor 
modulo any ideal of the form Z, where Z is an ideal of H, and hence x,+ , ,,+ , 
is not a zero divisor -module any related ideal. Thus if q is a related prime, 
X n+, n+, & q and in A, we may transform X to a matrix 

i 0 X’ -** 0 0 0 i 1 1 
and the (n - 1) x (n - 1) minors of X’ generate $. But the entries of X’ are 
algebraically independent and so by the induction Jim = J&‘! as required. 
Therefore J&‘(~) = J./” for all m. 

3.4. This example will show that the explicit calculations of depth A/&‘” 
can in general be difficult, even when J is generated by a “nice” weak d- 
sequence, i.e., one that comes from an algebra with straightening law in a 
wonderful poset H. We let X = (x,) be a generic r x s, r ,< s matrix over a 
field K, and fix t + 1 ( r. Set A = K[x,,]/Z,+ ,(X), where It(X) is the ideal 
generated by all t x c minors of X. A inherits the straightening law of K[x,~] 
on the minors of X, and accordingly we let H be the poset on all the minors 
of X of degree <t (see 1.19). In 1.19 we proved the t x t minors of the first t 
columns of X (we use the same notation for the elements of A) form a weak 
d-sequence. Let J/ be the ideal they generate. 

THEOREM 3.4. Let B = A,,+, . Then 

inf depth B/d” = st - 1. 
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If depth B/dm = st - 1 for some m, depth B/dk = st - 1 for all k > m. A? 
is a prime ideal and dfrn’ = s/“’ for every m. 

Proof: We simply note the salient points as the verifications are precisely 
the same as those in Theorem 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. First, every related ideal is of 
the form & where Z G H is an ideal and H - Z has a unique minimal element. 
Thus B/J is Cohen-Macaulay for every related ideal J. As the t x t minors 
of the first t columns have a maximal element, namely, a = 
(r,..., r - t + 1 ] l,..., t), every related ideal is contained in ((I : a), a), where Z 
is the ideal in A generated by all the other t x t minors of the first t columns. 
We compute this ideal using Proposition 1B. To do so we must compute the 
set of all minors (j, ,..., j, ] i, ,..., ik) of X which are not >a. Clearly this is the 
set of all minors such that j, < r - t + 1 and so ((Z : a), a) = 
(xii ] i < r - t + 1) + (a). Hence height ((Z : a), a) = s(r - t) + 1, where the 
height is computed in K[xi/]. Thus dim A/(Z : a), a) = rs - (s(r - t) + 1) = 
st - 1. These observations show (using Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4) 

inf depth B/JBm 2 SC - 1 (1) 

and if depth B/s&‘~ = st - 1, then depth B/dk = st - 1 for all k 2 m. 
To obtain equality in (1) we use Proposition 3D. By specializing all the 

xi, = 0 for j > t the analytic spread of J/ is t(r - t) + 1 [6]. The analytic 
spread can only go up so that in B, 

l(d) > t(r - t) + 1. 

By Proposition 3D, 

dim B - I(&‘) > inf depth B/dm 

and thus 

inf depth B/S/~ < dim B - (t(r - t) + 1). 

Now, height Z,, ,(X) = (s - t)(r - t) and so dim A = dim B = 
rs - (s - t)(r - t) = rt + st - I’. Thus, 

inf depth B/x2” < rt + st - t2 - (t(r - t) + 1) 

= st - 1. This shows equality is obtained. 
It is well known that & is prime (see [ 151). To show .s/(~) = J/” for all 

m it is enough by Corollary 2.2 to show d4 (m) = &y for every related prime 
q. We induct on the size of X to show &Cm) = &“. We claim x,! S$ q. For if 
xrt E 93 certainly x,, E q + (x1, ] j > t). However, modulo (xu 1 j > t), q 
becomes equal to the respective related ideal of the t x t minors of the 
remaining r-columns and x,~ is not in this ideal (see 3.1; x,~ becomes a 
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greatest element in this ASL and we may apply Lemma 3C as we did in 3.1). 
Thus over A,, the matrix X can be written t t 

0 0 ( : ( : Xij Xij 
6 6 

Xij . Xij . 

0 0 . ..o 1 ()...o . ..o 1 ()...o i i 
If X’ = the remaining (r - 1) x (s - 1) matrix then A, ‘c C,,, where 
C = K[x;]/Z,(X’) and q’ is the appropriate prime. In addition if Z is the ideal 
in C generated by all (t - 1) x (t - 1) minors of the first t - 1 columns of 
X’, then Z, = -d4. Since by induction we may assume Z’m’ = I”’ for all m, we 
find I$‘) = d(m) = Z’J, = &‘,“, which gives the required result. 

This exam;le is fairly mysterious. It behaves much like the maximal 
minors of a generic r X s matrix. (See Theorem 3.1.) However, if one tries to 
actually compute depth B/dm in this case, one will run into trouble. Recall 
that Robbiano has conjectured that depth A/Z2 = depth A/Z3 = . . . = 
depth A/Z” = . . . if A = K[x~~]~,,,, , X= (xii) is an r x s matrix and Z is the 
ideal of maximal minors. In Theorem 3.1 we showed all but finitely many of 
these depths were equal to r2 - 1. Robbiano [21] has shown all these depths 
are 3 in the case r = 2; a result we will recover rather simply in the last 
section. We have noted it is enough to show depth A/Z2 = r2 - 1. 

Now consider the example above. One might expect that depth B/d2 = 
depth B/&‘3 = . . . . However, this cannot be the case. For Hochster 
(unpublished) has noted that the canonical module for B is isomorphic to 
&‘-l. In particular depth B/s’-‘> dim B - 1 = st + rf - t2 - 1, which is 
>st - 1 unless r = f, in which case &’ is generated by one element. This 
author does not as yet understand the difference between these two examples. 

3.5. We now turn to a simpler example, 1.22, studied by Hochster in [ 141. 
Recall we showed that the ideal p E K[X, Y, Z, IV], K a field, such that 
K[X, Y, Z, WI/p ‘v K[u*, u3, UL’, u], is generated by a weak d-sequence, 
namely, a,=XZ-YW, a2=X2W-YZ, a,=XW2-Z2, a,=X3-Y2, 

* with the partial order a, < a,, a, < a3 and a, < a, (a3 4 a,). Set A = 

WK y* z7 wl/Phx,Y.z,Ic.,’ 

PROPOSITION 3.5. Let A, p be as above. Then 

depth A/p2 = depth A/p3 = ... = 1, 

and 

P (n) - -P ” for every n. 
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Proof: The first statement will follow if we can show inf depth A/p” 2 1 
and depth A/p2 = 1. For this we simply calculate depth A/J, where J runs 
through the related ideals. All these are listed in 1.20, and a quick check 
shows 

1 = min(depth A/J 1 J related to { ai} }. 

Hence Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4 show 

inf depth A/p” > 1 

and if equality ever occurs then it continues to occur. So for the first 
statement it is enough to show depth A/p2 = 1. X- W is not a zero divisor 
modulo any related ideal and so cannot be a zero divisor modulo p*. Hence 
it is enough to show that the maximal ideal (X, Y, 2, IV) is associated to 
(p*, X - IV). Consider Z = ( p2, X - W : (Y - Z)‘). We find 

(p,X- W)=(X- W,X3- YZ,X-‘- Y2,X3-z2, W(Z- Y)) 

=(x-w,(z-Y)w,(z-Y)Y,(z-Y)z,x3-Y2). 

But then, W(Y - Z)’ E (p’, x - Iv), Yyz - Y)’ E (p’, x - Fv), 
Z2(Y-Z)*E (p*,X- w) d an so since y2 E Z and (X’ - Uz)’ E Z we obtain 
x6 E I. Thus Z is primary and so m is associated to (p’, X - W) provided 
(Y - Z)’ & (p’, X - w). But specialize X and W to 0, and notice (Y - Z)’ @ 
(Z - Y)2( Y, Z)‘. 

We have shown the first statement. The second follows as no related prime 
contains (X, Y, Z, W). But if we invert u2, u3, uv, or v in A/p = 
k[U2, u3. uv, v](“2,u3,uo.o) we obtain a regular ring. Hence p becomes a 
complete intersection upon inverting X, Y, Z, or W and now Corollary 2.2 
shows pen) = p” for all n. 

3.6. Let p be the ideal in k[X, Y, Z, W] defining the projection of the 
twisted quartic, t4, t3u, tu3, and u4. It is defined by four equations, XW - YZ, 
Y3 - X*2, Z3 - WY, Z2X - Y2 W, or alternatively by the 2 X 2 minors of 

x z Y2 WY 
Y w  xz z2 

We order the generators as in the partial order of the 2 x 2 minors. Thus if 
we set 

a, = XW- YZ, 

a, = X2Z - Y3, 

a3 = XZ2 - WY2, 

a4=Z3- W2Y. 
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We will place a linear order a, < a, < uj < a4. (Compare with 1.20.) 
We prove these form a weak d-sequence. Computing the relevant ideals, 

we find 

(0 : a,> = (Oh 
(a , : a21 = (a,), 

((a, 9 a2) : a3) = (X J--J, 
( a,, a29 a3 : a,) = (X, Y). 

The quadratic equation on the generic 2 X 2 minors, diz A,, - A,,A,, + 
Al,A,s = 0, shows 

-YZui - aza4 + a: = 0. 

Hence a3 E ((a,, a*) : a,). We note that ((a,, a?) : aJ)* = (a,, a*, a3 : 04)* = 
(X, Y) n d = (a,, u, , u3) is clear. This observation together with the 
quadratic relation above makes it clear these form a weak d-sequence. 
(Notice a4 is not a zero divisor modulo (X, Y).) 

PROPOSITION 3.6. Let p be the prime above. Then pen) = p” for all n. 

Proof. We need only check this at the related primes, which are p and 
(X, Y, Z). But if we invert W, then (k[X, Y, Z, W]/P)~ 1: k[(t’)4, (t’)3, (t’)‘], 
where t’ = t/u. This is defined by two equations, Yr = XZ and Z3 = p. 
Hence pw becomes a complete intersection, which together with 
Corollary 2.2 gives the desired conclusion. 

3.7. In this example we show that the defining ideal of the Veronese V,,, 
is generated by a weak d-sequence. This ideal d is defined by the vanishing 
of the 2 x 2 minors of 

( x0 Xl x2 x3 

Xl x2 x3 x4 )* 

However, the natural order on the 2 x 2 minors does not make them into a 
weak d-sequence. Instead we consider the matrix 

xc x0 

( 

x3 x2 x1 

Xl x4 x3 x2 ) 
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and now put on the natural order. Hence, setting 

a ,*=xo~4--~,~3, 

a 13 =x0x3 -x1x2, 

az3=x:-xx2x4, 
2 aI4 =x0x2 -xl, 

a24 =x3x2 -X4X,, 
2 a34 = x2 - x,x,. 

We order them by the order on the 2 x 2 minors discussed in 1.13. Let &’ be 
the ideal they generate. We calculate the relevant ideals. 

(0 : a,,) = (Oh 

(aI2 : a13) = (a12), 

(a I29 aI3 : az3) = (~09xl)~ 

(a 129 aI3 : aI41 = (a12, a ,3, a23), and this is a prime, 

(a I29 a13, a14, a23 : a24) = (x0, xl, a23)9 

@l29 a13, a ,4,a23,a24):a34)=(xo,x,,x3,x4). 

Then, 

(0 : a,,)* = (0 : a12) f-7 J = (O), 

(aI2 : a13)* = (a,,) n d = (a,,), 

(a 127 a,3 : az3>* = (a,2, a13, al4 : az3)* = (a,,, a13, a,4) 
= (a 129 a,,:a23)nd=(a,2,a13,a14:a23)n~, 

(a 129 a,3 : a,4)* = (a,2, a13, a23 : a,4)* = (a,29 a13, a23) 
= (a 129 a,3 : a,,)nd. 

(a 129 a13, a14, a23 : a24>* = (a,,, a13, a14, az3) 
= (a 129 a13, a ,4, a23 : a24) n ~4 

((a12, a13, a14, 023, a24) : .34)* = ta12, a139 al49 a239 a24) 
=((a,2,a,3,a14,a23,a24):a34n~. 

This verifies conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 1.1. For (3), the only 
case with which we need concern ourselves is that of (a,2, a,3 : a,,); 
u,4a23 E (a12, a,3), but the relation is given by the standard quadratic 
relation on the 2 x 2 minors of X and hence (3) is satisfied. Finally, (4) is 
easy to check. (All the ideals above are prime.) 
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Now it is known that zz’ is a prime, but #“) # &” and depth A/J” = 0 
for some n, where A = k[x,,lcxo, , k a field. We find one related ideal is 

((a,,, aI,, a IJ v a23 9 a2A : a34)r aJ4) 

=(xlvx,,x3Jq,x:) 

and 

depth A/(x,, x, , x3, x,, xi) = 0. 

It is probable that the Veronese in general form a weak d-sequence; 
however, it is hardly worth proving this as the depths will in general be zero. 
Perhaps the important point is that this is reflected in the linear relations. 

4. BEHAVIOR UNDER RING EXTENSION 

In this section we let R be a commutative Noetherian ring, {xa} a weak d- 
sequence in R on a poset H and f : R + S a homomorphism into a 
commutative Noetherian S. We let &’ be the ideal generated by all the x,. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let R, {x,} be as above and suppose S = R/Q for some 
ideal Q of R. Suppose 

(4 QnJ= QJf or every related ideal of {x,} and for every H-ideal. 

(b) If Z is an H-ideal containing Z, but not x, then 

Q n V : x,), xJ = Q<<Z : x,),x,>. 

(c) Ifxs@(Z:x,)thenxs6?(Z:x,)+Q. 

Then tf we denote the map R -+ R/Q by “-” the (2,) form a weak d- 
sequence in S. 

Proof. We note that (a) and (b) could also read To<(R/J, S) = 0 and 
Tor:(R/((Z : x,), .xa), S) = 0, respectively. As we will have to prove the next 
remarks in this general case we separate the next point as a lemma. 

LEMMA 4.1. Suppose f : R + S is a ring homomorphism and 

(a) Torf(R/J, S) = 0 f or all related ideals and all H-ideals. 

(b) Zf Z, x, are as in (b) above, then 

Torf(R/((Z : x,), x,), S) = 0. 
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Then 

(1) f(V : x,1) = (1s : .0x,)). 

(2) fW n (1: x,)) = fc-4n (f(0 : f(x,>). 

(3) If x, @ V : x,1 then .0x,) @ W) : f&J) and W) : f@J2> = 
W) : &f-(x, ))* 

Proof We set y, = f(x,) and write f(J) = JS, for J an ideal. We 
evaluate (Z : ~$3. Since R/(Z : XJ = (I, x,)/Z, there is an exact sequence, 

Since (I, x,) is an H-ideal, (a) shows that 

0 -+ s/u : XJS + S/IS -+ S/(Z, x,)S -b 0 

is exact and this implies S/(Z: x,)S ‘c (I, x,)S/ZS, which is in turn 
isomorphic to S/(ZS : y,). Thus 

(I : XJS = (IS : y,). (1) 

Now consider 0 + R/d n (Z : x,) + R/d @ R/(Z : xa) 3 R/(-d, (Z : x,)) + 0. 
Since (&, (Z : x,)) is a related ideal, (a) shows that 0 + S/(J@’ n (I : x,))S + 
S/dS 0 S/(Z : x,)S + S/&d, (Z : x,))S + 0 is exact. Since (Z : x,)S = 
(ZS: y,) we see that 0 + S/(& n (I : x,))S + S/&S @ S/(ZS : y,) -+ 
S/(&S, (IS : y,)) + 0 is exact and so 

(d n (z : x,))s = ds n (zs : y,). 

Finally if x, 6! (I : x,) consider the exact sequence 

0 --) R/(Z : xa) 2 R/(Z : x0) -, R/((Z : x,), x,) -+ 0. 

By (b), we obtain an exact sequence 

0 + S/(Z : x,)S 2 S/(Z : x,)S --) S/((Z : x,)S, y,) + 0, 

(2) 

which together with (1) shows yb is not a zero divisor modulo (Is : y,). 
We return to the proof of Theorem 4.1. We claim (Z : x,)* = (f : -Is,)*. 

Clearly (Z : x,)* E (I: 3=)* so suppose x,xp E (I, Q). If x,x6 = i + s, where 
sEQ, then sEQn(Z,x,)=Q(Z,x,) and so s=s,i,+sZxa, where i,EZ 
and s, , s? E Q. Then x,(xB - s2) E Z, and so xg - s2 E (I : x,), which implies 
by (c) that xg E (I : x,), and so xq E (Z : x,)*. Thus (1) of Definition 1.1 
follows immediately. Part (2) of Definition 1.1 follows from Lemma 4.1(b) 
and the equality above. Part (4) follows from Lemma 4.1(c). Now suppose 
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YD E (!A). By above this implies x,, E (Z : x,) and so x,xD E I& and 
X,fo E I&‘. This proves Theorem 4.1. 

THEOREM 4.2. Suppose R, (xa} are as above and f : R + S is a ring 
injection. Suppose (a) and (b) of Lemma 4.1 hold and IS n R = I for all H- 
ideals. Then the (x,} form a weak d-sequence in S. In particular if S is a 
faithfully jlat ring extension of R, the conclusion holds. 

Proof. Again we must show (Z : x,)* = (IS : x,)* if Z is an H-ideal 
containing Z, but not x,. Again it is clear (I : x,)* G (ZS : x,)*. Suppose 
x0 E (IS : xn). Then x,xD E IS n R = Z and so xD E (I : x,)*. Now the proof 
is exactly the same as that for Theorem 4.1. 

Finally, if S is faithfully flat, then Tory(M, S) = 0 for all i > 1 and all 
finitely generated modules M, and IS n R = I (see [3, 4.31). 

COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose R, x, are as above and (z,,..., zk) = Q are 
elements in R such that their images form R/J-sequences for every related 
ideal J and every H-ideal J, and all J of the form ((I : x,), x,), where I is as 
in Theorem 4.1. Then the images of the (x,} form a weak d-sequence in R/Q. 
Further, if we denote by “-” the map R + R/Q then (1: Za,> = (I: 

Proof The last statement will follow from Lemma 4.1 of we can show 
that (a) and (b) of Theorem 4.1 hold. It is enough to show that if the images 
of z i ,..., zk in R/J form an R/J-sequence, then 

(z , ,..., z,J n J = (z, ,..., Z&J. 

This is well known. 
These results can be effectively used to understand several of the “almost 

generic” examples. 

4.3. We apply Corollary 4.1 to the case of the 2 x 2 minors of a generic 
2 x n matrix X= (x,,). Let A = k[x,,], where k is a field and B = k[xt,](,,,,. 
We note a proposition on algebras with straightening law. 

DEFINITION. Let A be an algebra with straightening law on H. If a E H, 
we denote by ht(a) the maximal length of any chain descending from a (not 
counting a itself). max{ht(E) 1 a E H}will be called the dim H. 

PROPOSITION 4A. Let A be an algebra with straightening law on a 
wonderful poset H over R. Let 

Then y, ,..., y, form an A-sequence (d = dim H). 
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Returning to our example we let H be the poset on the minors of X. If 
d=dimH, then yd=xZn, yd-,=x2”-, + Xl”, and Yd-2 =qn-2 +Xln-*. If 
Z E H is an ideal of H then A/I is an ASL and clearly unless f contains one 
of ydp2, y,-, , or y,, then these form a B/!-sequence. (As B is local we may 
rearrange the A/I-sequence given by Proposition 4A applied to A/I) 

Now as has been shown (using Proposition 2A) every H-ideal, every 
related ideal, and every ideal of the form ((I : x,), xa) (where Z is an H-ideal 
containing Z but not x~) is of the form I, where ZC H is an ideal. Also, every 
one of these is contained in ((J : a), a), where a = the 2 X 2 minor [n - 1, n ] 
and J is the ideal generated by the rest of the maximal minors. This ideal is 
equal to (xii ] j ( n - 1) + (a). With these preliminaries, we obtain the 
following result: Let 

( 
YIIY, Yin-2 4’2n-2 4’2n-I 

Y21,“‘, Yzn-2 Y2,-, Y2n 1 
9 

A’ = k[ yij], B’ = k[YijI(yij)* 

Then the 2 x 2 minors of Y form a weak d-sequence, with the same ordering 
as that in the generic case. If & denotes the ideal generated by all these, then 
& is prime and &“) = d” for all n and 

inf depth B’/d”’ = 1. 

Proof: Define a homomorphism f from A to A’ by sending the entries of 
X to the respective entries of Y. The kernel is generated by x2”-, -x,, and 

XZn-2 -x1n-1, and by the remarks above, these are an A/J-sequence for 
every H-ideal J, every related ideal J and every J = ((I : x,), x,), where Z is 
an H-ideal containing Z but not x. By Theorem 3.1, if we denote by d’ the 
ideal generated by all the maximal minors of X, 

inf depth B/(d’)* = 3. 

By the filtration (Theorem 2.1) we see that xzn-, -xln, xZnm2 -xl,,--L are 
a B/(d’)m sequence for all m and this implies 

inf depth B’/d”’ = 1, 

as B’=B/(x,,-, --x~,,,x~~-~-x~~-~). 

Next we show d is prime. By Proposition 4A and the remarks after it, we 
see the image of x2,,, that is to say, y2”, is not a zero divisor in B’. (In fact, it 
is not a zero divisor module d”’ for every m.). Thus if &‘yl, is prime, then 
-d must be prime. Set y = yzn. In A; we may change Y to the matrix 

YII-~YZI, Ylz-~Y229”‘~ 
3 

Yin-3 -UY2n-3v YI,-2- u Y2, Y2n-2- ’ 
0 0 
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where u = yzn- ,/yZ,, , and JY is equal to the ideal generated by the top row 
of this matrix. This is clearly prime and hence so is &‘. Also dY becomes a 
complete intersection and so M’,, (*) = &y” for all m. As y is not a zero divisor 
modulo any related ideal of the’ 2 x 2 minors of y, we see by Corollary 2.2 
that &cm) = &(“” for all m. 

Notice if n = 3 then the ideal defined is the defining ideal of the Veronese 
V 2.3’ 

We can push this analysis one step further and prove the result promised 
in Section 3. See Robbiano [21]. 

THEOREM 4.4 [21]. Let X = (xii) be a generic 2 x n matrix and let d 
be the ideal generated by the 2 X 2 minors ifX in A = k[Xij](xti), where k is 
in afield. Then 

depth A/M” = depth A/d3 = -.a = 3. 

ProoJ: By the remarks above, x2,, - xln, x~,,-~ - x,,- r , x2n form an 
A/,cSm-sequence for all m. By Corollary 2.4 we need only show 
depth A/d2 = 3 and for this it will suffice to show the three elements above 
form a maximal A/#-sequence. 

Let B=A/(x,,-, -x~~,x~~-~-x~,,, x2,,) and denote by y, the image of 
xii in B. Then B = k[ yij] and the image of &’ is the ideal I generated by the 
2 x 2 minors if 

( 
Yll *-* Yin-24’2n-2Y2n-1 

Y21 .*. Yzn-2Y2n-I ) 0 * 

Hence it is enough to show that (yij), the maximal ideal of B, is 
associated to I’. We claim if 

J= (12 : y:,-,) 

then .I is primary for ( yij). Let y = y,, _ , for convenience. Note that ~7~ 6? I2 
but y4 = (y&- ,)’ E I’. Hence y E J. Now 

so that 
Y2jY2n- L E ’ 

hence yzj E J. Finally, YljYz”_, - yzjy2n-2 E Z and hence, 

Y:n-l(YijY2n-1 - Y*jY2n-2) E I” 

But this is equal to 

Y’Yij - Y2Y2jY2n-2 
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and y2~f2jy2,-2 = (~Y~~)(J~~~-~)E I*. Hence y3yijE I* and so y, E J as 
required. 
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